New Features

*Participant Location Renamed to Enrollment Location*

The **Participant Location** criteria within the IDR form, used to register whether subjects have been selected from Domestic or Foreign locations, has been renamed to **Enrollment Location**. The new label makes it clear that this location is referencing the geographical location where the subjects are recruited. The label has been changed on the **Edit IDR attributes**, the **Edit Enrollment Counts**, the **Search IDRs** screens, and the **IDR Details** screens.
**Error Messages for Required IDR Attributes Made Clear**

Some error messages have been rewritten to make them more helpful to customers.

- *Existing Dataset or Resource must be Yes or No if study is NOT delayed onset*
- *Enrollment Location must be Domestic or Foreign if study is NOT delayed onset*
- *Clinical Trial must be Yes or No if study is NOT delayed onset*
- *NIH-defined Phase III must be Yes or No if study is NOT delayed onset.*